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Flavohemoglobins (FHbs) are members of the globin superfamily, widely distributed among prokaryotes and
eukaryotes that have been shown to carry out nitric oxide dioxygenase (NOD) activity. In prokaryotes, such
as Escherichia coli, NOD activity is a defence mechanism against the NO release by the macrophages of the
hosts' immune system during infection. Because of that, FHbs have been studied thoroughly and several
drugs have been developed in an effort to fight infectious processes. Nevertheless, the protein's structural
determinants involved in the NOD activity are still poorly understood. In this context, the aim of the present
work is to unravel the molecular basis of FHbs structural dynamics-to-function relationship using state of the
art computer simulation tools. In an effort to fulfill this goal, we studied three key processes that determine
NOD activity, namely i) ligand migration into the active site ii) stabilization of the coordinated oxygen and iii)
intra-protein electron transfer (ET). Our results allowed us to determine key factors related to all three
processes like the presence of a long hydrophobic tunnel for ligand migration, the presence of a water medi-
ated hydrogen bond to stabilize the coordinated oxygen and therefore achieve a high affinity, and the best
possible ET paths between the FAD and the heme, where water molecules play an important role. Taken
together the presented results close an important gap in our understanding of the wide and diverse globin
structural-functional relationships.

© 2012 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Flavohemoglobins (FHbs) are members of the ubiquitous heme
containing globin super family of proteins, which also includes the
single domain globins and the truncated hemoglobins. Their charac-
teristic fold combines an N-terminal globin domain (GD, residues 1
to≈140), a FAD-binding domain (FBD, residues≈140 to≈250) and
a NAD-binding domain (NBD, residues≈250 to≈400). These do-
mains are organized in a “heart-shaped” structure, presenting a cleft
in between the GD and the NBD (Fig. 1) [1,2]. Over the years, the
discovery of novel globin genes among different types of organisms
such as bacteria, algae, protozoa and fungi suggests that these pro-
teins were not originally designed for oxygen transport and storage
as the well known mammalian hemoglobin(Hb) and myoglobin(Mb)
[3,4]. Instead, it has been proposed that they may perform a wide
variety of tasks such as relief of nitro and oxidative stress; CO, NO
or O2 sensing; or even be involved in reductive and/or oxidative
catalytic processes [3–5].
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Particularly, FHbs have been suggested to play an important role
in nitrosative stress resistance, due to their nitric oxide dioxygenase ac-
tivity (NOD) [1,6]. This activity is also sharedwith other globins, such as
some of the members of the truncated hemoglobins (also known as
bacterial globins), like theMycobacterium tuberculosis truncated hemo-
globin N (MtTrHbN) [7–10]. Such function can make the difference
between bacterial survival or death under stress conditions, as the
attack of the hosts' immune system. Therefore, elucidating how FHbs
carry out NOD activity is crucial for understanding bacterial resistance
mechanisms. In this context, FHbs have been proposed as molecular
targets for several antibacterial and antimycotic imidazole derived com-
pounds, including the FDA approved azoles [11,12].

TheNODactivity carried out by hemeproteins consists in the conver-
sion of nitric oxide (NO), which is toxic for the bacteria, into innocuous
nitrate according to the NO detoxification reaction cycle, shown in
Scheme 1 [9,13–16].

In order to perform NOD activity (see Scheme 1) the protein must
be able to internalize O2 into the GD and stabilize the iron bound
oxygen, a process characterized by oxygen association and dissocia-
tion rate constants (kon and koff). Afterwards, the NO molecule must
also migrate into the globin domain and react with the oxy-heme
(FeIIO2) to form ferric heme (FeIII) and a nitrate ion (NO3

−) [9,14],
which is then released to the solvent [17]. The NO reaction with oxy
heme is usually characterized by the rate constant koxNO which is
extremely fast. Finally, the protein needs to reduce the heme back
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Fig. 1. Left panel: structure of E. coli flavohemoglobin. Red: globin domain. Yellow: FAD-binding domain. Green: NAD-binding domain. Right panel: FAD and heme crystal confor-
mation. Red: A. eutrophus. Yellow: E. coli.
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to the ferrous (FeII) state, usually through inter or intraprotein elec-
tron transfer (ET) from a suitable electron donor (eD) that is oxidized
in one electron along the process, in order to start over the cycle [1].

Although possibly all globins may carry out NOD activity in-vitro
under optimal conditions [16], not all of them are equally efficient.
The most studied and well understood efficient NODs are the FHbs
from Escherichia coli, Alcaligenes eutrophus and S. cerevisae [1,18,19],
and the truncated hemoglobin MtTrHbN [7–10,17]. The structural
elements that determine an efficient NOD activity have been related
to fast ligand migration into the active site (O2 into the deoxygenated
protein and NO into the oxygenated protein) [8], strong stabilization
of the oxygen coordinated to the heme [9], and fast electron transfer
to recover the ferrous state [16].

To ensure fast NO incorporation into the oxygenated protein, and
also for oxygen entry to the free protein, MtTrHbN relies on the
presence of a tunnel cavity system which is allosterically modulated
by the presence of the oxygen ligand [8,20]. All globins structurally
studied so far reveal the presence of internal cavities and tunnels
[21,22] which have been related to both ligand migration [23] and
multi-ligand chemistry processes [24]. Interestingly, while in the
truncated hemoglobins the tunnel/cavity system connects the heme
active site with the solvent [22,8,20,25,26] in other globins the cavi-
ties do not connect the heme with the solvent, which is accessible
through the so called HisE7 gate [23,24], but allow the ligand to go
deeper inside the protein core [27]. So far, the way in which the
ligand enters and exits the GD and how the tunnel/cavities for ligand
migration are related to the global protein structure is unknown for
FHbs.

In MtTrHbN, as in many globins, strong oxygen stabilization is en-
sured due to the presence of distal tyrosine at position B10 (TyrB10)
which forms a tight hydrogen bond (HB) with the bound oxygen
ligand [7,9]. Strikingly, although in FHbs position B10 is indeed occu-
pied by a tyrosine, in the crystal structures (E. coli pdbid 1GVH [28],
and A. eutrophus pdbid 1CQX [29]) TyrB10 is too far from the iron to
establish an HB with the bound ligand. Moreover, in A. eutrophus
FHb the crystal structure displays a phospholipid molecule with
the lipid side chain inside the distal pocket, on top of the iron [29].
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Scheme 1. Complete nitric oxide dioxygenase reaction cycle performed byheme proteins.
Given that no other HB donor residues are present in the distal pocket
of FHb, the mechanism by which high oxygen affinity is achieved
is still unclear. To complicate the picture even further, resonant
Raman studies of CO bound E. coli FHb suggested the presence of
two different conformations, which have been assigned to open and
closed conformations of the distal pocket [30]. The closed conforma-
tion presents similar Fe\C and C\O vibrational frequency values as
those reported for MtTrHbN where a tight HB is established with
the CO ligand by TyrB10 [31], while the open conformation has vibra-
tional frequencies which are similar to the H64V/V68T Myoglobin
mutant [32] or the T. tencogensis HNOX domain [33] displaying an
oxygen lone pair pointing towards the bound CO ligand [34]. Both
conformations are supposed to be in dynamic equilibrium and in-
creasing the environment pH increases the relative population of
the open state [30].

Finally, what makes FHbs special over other globins, is the presence
of the FBD and NBD, which ensures a fast and efficient heme reduction
during catalytic turnover [1,2]. Heme reduction has been suggested to
occur by shooting electrons from the co-substrate NAD to the FAD
and, from there, to the heme; although direct NAD to heme electron
transfer cannot be discarded. It is important to note, that since NAD is
a two electron donor, while for each NOD cycle the globin domain re-
quires only one electron, the Flavin not only acts an electron bridge,
but allows the storing of one electron, after one re-reduction cycle. In
other words, if the protein is completely oxidized and without NAD,
once the NAD enters the protein it will first perform a two electron
reduction of the FAD. Then one electron from the reduced Flavin will
reduce the heme, while remaining in the semi reduced radical state,
until the heme is oxidized after an NOD cycle. FHbs are thus unique
globins, since reduction involves an intra-protein ET between domains,
and not inter-protein ET, as is the case for Mb and Hb reduction by
Cytochrome-b5 [35–37]. Although understanding how structure, dy-
namics and domain–domain interactions in FHbs modulate ET could
give insights into general reduction mechanisms of globins, the molec-
ular details of the ET process in FHbs are still unknown. The crystal
structures of the E. coli flavohemoglobin (HMP) and the Alcaligenes
eutrophus flavohemoglobin (FHP) lack the NAD co-substrate, but inter-
estingly, in both of them, the FAD molecule adopts significantly differ-
ent conformations, (Fig. 1) suggesting a high mobility of the adenine
moiety [1,2].

The aim of the present work is to unravel themolecular basis of FHb
structural dynamics-to-function relationship using state of the art
computer simulation tools. To achieve this goal, we studied the three
key processes that determine NOD activity, namely i) ligand migration
and ii) oxygen binding and iii) intra-protein electron transfer. Our
results allowed us to determine key factors related to all three processes
like the presence of a long tunnel for ligandmigration, the presence of a
water mediated hydrogen bond to achieve a string stabilization for the
ligand and therefore a high oxygen affinity, and the best possible ET
paths between the FAD and the heme.

image of Scheme�1
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2. Computational methods

2.1. Set up of the system and equilibration

Protein coordinates were retrieved from the Protein Data Bank.
The corresponding pdb code for E. coli flavohemoglobin is 1GVH
(at 2.2 Å resolution), whose heme structure corresponds to Ferric
pentacoordinated heme, which unexpectedly shows the distal site
partially occupied by the isopropyl side chain Leu-E11, the Fe-LeuCG
distance is 3.6 Å [28]. Starting from these structures, three systems
were built, namely Deoxy_HMP, Oxy_HMP which is the same struc-
ture with oxygen added in-silico in the distal site, and CO_HMP
which has a CO bound instead of an O2. Both the ligand bound struc-
tures were first carefully optimized, allowing the Leu-E11 side chain
to slightly move in order to accommodate the sixth ligand. Once the
initial structures were constructed, the following thermalization and
equilibration protocol was performed in explicit solvent for all the
systems: hydrogens were added with the tleap module of the
AMBER 9 program [38]. Standard protonation states were assigned
to titratable residues (D and E are negatively charged, K and R
positively charged). Histidine protonation was assigned favoring
hydrogen bond formation whenever possible, while solvent exposed
histidines where protonated in the epsilon position, since it corre-
sponds to the most abundant tautomer in solution. The proximal
Histidine F8 was protonated in the delta position, since the epsilon
nitrogen is bound to the heme iron. The Flavin was simulated in the
reduced state. Each protein was immersed in a truncated octahedral
box of TIP3P water. After solvation, the systems consist of 396
aminoacids, a FAD molecule, a heme group, over 10,000 water mole-
cules, and an oxygen molecule bound to the heme Fe for Oxy_HMP.
Each system was optimized using a conjugate gradient algorithm for
2000 steps. This optimization was followed by 100 ps long constant
volume MD thermalization in which the temperature of the system
was slowly raised to 300 K. The heating was followed by a 100 ps
long constant temperature and constant pressure MD simulation to
equilibrate the system's density. During these processes the protein
Calpha atoms were restrained by a 10 kcal/mol harmonic potential
for the thermalization and a 1 kcal/mol harmonic potential for the
density equilibration.

2.2. MD simulations

80 ns and 40 ns longMD simulations, with no restraint for the Calpha
atoms, were performed for the oxygenated and deoxygenated protein
(Oxy_HMP and Deoxy_HMP respectively). All MD simulations were
performed using the PMEMD module of AMBER9 with the amber99SB
force field parameters [39] for all residues except for the heme group.
Heme parameters, for the three coordinated states (ferrous free, ferrous
oxy and ferrous CO bond) were developed and thoroughly validated by
our group in previous works, showing that they are able to accurately
reproduce the structural and dynamical pattern of the distal site, partic-
ularly the protein ligand interactions [40–42]. Pressure and tempera-
ture were kept constant at 1 atm and 300 K with the Berendsen
barostat and thermostat using standard protocols as implemented in
AMBER [38]. All simulations were performed with periodic boundary
conditions.

2.3. MD simulations with NAD co-substrate.

A 15 ns long additional simulation was performed, taking as a
starting point a modified Deoxy_HMP snapshot. The above men-
tioned modification regards the inclusion of a NAD molecule into
the NBD of E. coli FHb. Such inclusion was performed by aligning de
Deoxy_HMP structure with cytochrome B5 reductase structure from
Rattus norvegicus (pdb id: 1IB0) [43].
2.4. Determination and analysis of HMP tunnel cavity system for ligand
migration

The Implicit Ligand Sampling [44] (ILS) approach is based in the
calculation of the potential of mean force (PMF) corresponding to
the placement of a small ligand inside each region of the whole
protein matrix, in our case defined by a grid containing the globin
domain. The corresponding PMF is associated to the free energy cost
of incorporating the ligand at every point of the grid and therefore
describes which regions of the protein are accessible to the ligand
and the energy associated. The methodology relies on the fact that
small ligands interact weakly with the protein matrix and therefore
the interaction can be computed for protein structures that were
obtained without the presence of the ligand in previous MD simula-
tions. By performing the MD simulation of the protein without the
ligand and treating its presence as a weak perturbation added after-
wards, sampling of the ligand can be performed on the whole protein
matrix simultaneously, from just one sufficiently long plain MD sim-
ulation [45]. In the present work ILS free energy profile is computed
for the Oxy_HMP and Deoxy_HMP MD simulations, using 5000 snap-
shots and grid spacing of 0.5 Å.

2.5. Hybrid quantum/molecular mechanics calculations (QM/MM)
simulations

Hybrid QM/MM simulations were performed using the HYBRID
program developed in our group which combines a Density Functional
Theory (DFT) based electronic structure method, with the Amber force
field [46]. In this scheme, the quantum (QM) and the molecular me-
chanics (MM) subsystem are combined through a hybrid Hamiltonian.
The protein (or classical) environment affects the electronic density in
a self-consistent fashion due to the addition of the classical-point charge
potential to the potential. The coupling term has two main contribu-
tions representing the electrostatic interaction between the electrons
and nuclei, defining the QM charge density with the classical point
charge and an additional term corresponding to the van der Waals
and short range interactions between the atoms in the quantum and
classical regions through a 6–12 Lennard–Jones potential. For all
atoms, basis sets of double plus zeta polarization qualitywere employed
with cut-off and energy shift values of 150 Ry and 25 meV. All calcula-
tions were performed using the generalized gradient approximation
functional proposed by Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof [47] (PBE). For
all systems the spin-unrestricted approximation was used. Only resi-
dues located within 10 Å from the heme reactive center were allowed
to move freely in the QM/MM runs. The interface between the QM and
MM portions of the system was treated with the scaled position link
atom method. The hybrid program showed excellent performance for
medium and large systems, and was proven to be appropriate for bio-
molecules, and particularly heme proteins as shown by several works
from our group [40,42,48–52]. In the present case, the iron porphyrinate
without the side chains, but with the relevant ligands, i.e. the proximal
histidine and the oxygen molecule, were selected as the quantum
subsystem. Heme spin states used for the calculations were: singlet for
the hexacoordinated O2 bound and CO bound hemes, quintuplet for
the pentacoordinated heme, which are the experimentally known
ground states for each system. All calculations, including those for the
singlet states, were performed using the unrestricted spin approxima-
tion. The rest of the protein unit, together with water molecules, was
treated classically, using the Amber99 force field parameterization.

Finally, we have performed QM/MM calculations of the O2 binding
energy, which is defined as:

ΔE ¼ EHeme−O2– EO2 þ EHemeð Þ ð1Þ

where EHeme-O2 is the energy of the oxy-form of the protein, EHeme is
the energy of the deoxy-form, and EO2 is the energy of the isolated
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oxygen molecule. The initial structures for the QM/MM calculations
were obtained from the MD simulations by cooling selected random
snapshots to 0 K with a simulated annealing protocol. This scheme
has been widely used by our group to compute the oxygen binding
in several heme proteins, by showing that the computed oxygen
binding energy (ΔE) exhibits a good correlation with the experimen-
tally measured oxygen dissociation rate (koff) [40,53–56].

2.6. Electron transfer pathway calculations

The pathwaymethod provides an estimation of the ET rate, as char-
acterized by the corresponding rate constant (ket), which according to
Marcus theory [57] for ET, is determined in the semi-classical regime
by Eq. (2) shown below:

ket ¼
2π
V

HABj j2 1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4πλkbT

p exp − λþ ΔG∘ð Þ2
4λkbT

 !
ð2Þ

As shown in the equation, the ET rate constant depends on three sys-
tem dependent parameters, namely: the reaction standard free energy
(ΔG0), which is directly related to the difference in the donor acceptor
redox potentials, the reorganization energy (λ), and the electronic cou-
pling matrix element (HAB). The other parameters being the Boltzmann
constant (kb), the Planck constant (J) and the system temperature (T).
The reorganization energy can be described as the energy required to
shift (or convert) the systematomic coordinates from those correspond-
ing to the minimum energy point for the reactants (i.e. when the elec-
tron is in the donor molecule) to those corresponding to the minimum
energy point for the products (i.e. when the electron is located in the
acceptor), but along the reactants energy surface (i.e. without the occur-
rence of the ET). The electronic couplingmatrix element has no classical
analogy but is directly related to the probability of occurrence of the ET
step itself, in a given structure. For many cases of long range ET in pro-
teins, HAB is usually small and very important in the determination of
the ET rate. Moreover, since in the present case we are dealing with
the same protein system (including donor and acceptor cofactors), the
reorganization energy and ET reaction free energy are constants. There-
fore, to analyze the comparatively the ET step, the possible electron
transfer paths were characterized by computing HAB between the
heme group and the FAD isoalloxazine ring, as estimated using the path-
ways algorithm. This algorithm, developed by Beratan et al. [58,59], was
successfully used by our group for the study of the role played by protein
dynamics on ET rates [60,61]. Briefly, the method looks for the best
possible path that, with the highest HAB, connects donor and acceptor
selected orbitals. Orbitals are defined as either located on covalent
bonds, or in free electron pairs as in oxygen atoms. This results, for
example, in a water molecule displaying four orbitals with tetrahedral
geometry, two corresponding to theO\Hbonds and two corresponding
to the free electron pairs. HAB for a given pathway is computed as the
product of a number of steps, each with a given coupling value, that de-
fine the pathway. A step can either be through atom, when two orbitals
share an atom, which are assumed to have a coupling value of 0.6, and
through space steps (or jumps) connecting orbitals separated by
empty space, for which the coupling is assumed to decay exponentially
with the orbital to orbital distance with a decay factor (β=−1.7)
[58,59]. The HAB reported value (in eV), is finally obtained by multiply-
ing the obtained decay factor for the best ET path by 1 eV, which is the
default value in the algorithm. To obtain a proper description of the sys-
tem, minor adjustments of the parameters of the pathways algorithm
were required. First, all orbitals of the heme iron were considered
to be equivalent. Second, couplings between all porphyrin, FAD and
NAD adenine rings and FAD isoalloxazine ring located orbitals were set
to one in order to reproduce their resonant character. This parameter
adjustment has already been successfully used by our group to study
ET in heme proteins [60,61]. With the obtained parameters the
following ET path and HAB calculations were performed for each snap-
shot along the corresponding simulation: in oxygenated and deoxy-
genated HMP coupling pathways were calculated between the FAD
isoalloxazine(donor) and the heme Fe atom(acceptor). For the simula-
tionwhich also included theNAD co-substrate, three different pathways
were computed i) from FAD isoalloxazine to the heme Fe atom, ii) from
the NAD adenine to the FAD isoalloxazine groups, and iii) from the NAD
adenine to the heme Fe atom. For comparison purposes we also com-
puted the HAB values using the approximation of Moser and Dutton
[66], where the value decays exponentially with the distance between
the redox centers, using an homogeneous and average decay factor
(β=−1.7), independently of the type of structure that separates them.

3. Results

3.1. Stability of the simulations

The stability of the simulations was determined by analyzing the
RMSD vs time plots (Fig. S1) for each system. All plots present RMSD
values lower than 2.5 Å, being the oxygenated HMP, the system with
the highest values. RMSF vs residue plots (data not shown) show low
mobility for all the systems except for a few residueswhich are exposed
to solvent. In summary, all systems remain stable during the timescale
of the simulation and no significant changes are observed between
the different coordination states, or due to NAD binding.

3.2. The ligand migration paths in HMP

We now turn our attention to the ligand migration process in
HMP. As already mentioned, small molecule ligands usually access
the active site iron of heme proteins either trough hydrophobic
tunnels that connect the iron with the solvent as in truncated hemo-
globins, or though residue gates as in myoglobin like globins. We
analyzed the tunnel cavity system of HMP using the ILS method as
described in the computational methods section, both for the oxygen-
ated and deoxygenated systems, which presented very similar results
and therefore only the Oxy_HMP is discussed. The method allows the
fast determination of the secondary small ligand docking sites in pro-
teins in remarkably good agreement with more costly free energy
based methods and experimental data as recently shown in our
group [45]. As shown in Fig. 2, HMP displays a tunnel that connects
the heme active site (i.e. the distal pocket, DP) with the solvent, pass-
ing through three secondary docking sites (S1, S2 and S3) and span-
ning a distance of ~20 Å. The highest barrier corresponds to the
passage from S2 to S1 which is of ca. 6 kcal/mol. The tunnel is lined
by residues Phe110, Leu17, Leu106, Leu24, Phe58, Leu102, Ile61,
from the solvent into the DP respectively, which as expected are
all hydrophobic and consistent with the fact that no water is seen
along the tunnel during the simulation.

Topologically the tunnel is oriented along the GD domain larger axis,
pointing away from the domain-domain interaction surface and parallel
to B and G. helices. It is connected to the solvent passing between heli-
ces A, G and H. The tunnel is equivalent to the long tunnel of truncated
hemoglobins from theN andO group [8,27,58,59], and strikingly similar
to the long tunnel of MtTrHbN (see Fig. S9 for a topological compari-
son). The MtTRHbN long tunnel is also oriented parallel to the B and G
helices and connected to the solvent passing between helices A, G and
H. Moreover in MtTrHbN also three secondary docking sites (Xe1, Xe2
and Xe3 are found). Two of them are close to the distal pocket in the
same position as S1 found in HMP. This two sites cannot be found at
the same time since their presence is dependent on the open/close con-
formation of the PheE15 gate residue. In the closed state, PheE15 blocks
the access to the heme and the resulting Xe2 site lies just before it. In the
open state, PheE15 occupies this cavity and a newdeeper Xe3 site closer
to the heme can be found [8–10]. In FHbs a Phe58 is found at position
E15 present in ca. 40% of the sequences, and being replaced by smaller



Fig. 2. Representation of the lowest free energy sites along the migration channel.
Distal pocket, sites 1 through 3 is depicted, and globin domain helices labeled.
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hydrophobic (mostly Ala) residues in the others. In our simulations
Phe58 does however not act as a gate, but remains lining the S1 site.
The other docking site found in MtTrHbN, Xe1, is equivalent to HMP
S2 and finally the HMP S3 corresponds to the MtTrHb long tunnel
entry, thus the tunnel is slightly shorter in the truncated (and smaller)
globin.

An interesting feature of FHb is their ability to bind phospholipids,
as clearly evidenced by the A. eutrophus crystal structure where a
phospholipid molecule with the lipid side chain is found inside the
distal pocket, on top of the iron [29]. Thus, in order to analyze the pos-
sible effect of lipid binding to the observed tunnel/cavity system
we compared the FHb lipid bound structure to the HMP structure
showing the secondary docking sites. As shown in Fig. S8, comparison
of both structures, shows that the lipid side chain occupies a substan-
tial portion of the DP and blocks the S1 docking site. This, fact could
explain the lower kon and koff values determined for HMP in the pres-
ence of bacterial membrane lipid extracts [63].

3.3. Looking for the Structural determinants of HMP Oxygen Stabilization

As mentioned in the introduction, stability of iron coordinated
oxygen is given mainly by distal site environment where usually
key conserved residues such as HisE7, TrpG8 and TyrB10, act as hy-
drogen bond (HB) donors to the bound ligand [40,53] HMP contains
a tyrosine in position B10 (TyrB10) and non HB forming residues in
positions E7 (GlnE7) and G8 (ValG8). Strikingly, in E. coli crystal
structure TyrB10 is too far from the Fe [28] (and in A. eutrophus it is
even further) [29] to establish a HB with bound ligand, a fact that
seemed inconsistent with both, the low observed koff values, and the
CO Resonance Raman frequency [18,30]. To understand the origin of
oxygen stabilization in HMP we performed 80 ns of MD simulations
of Oxy_HMP. During the initial phase of the simulation, which started
with a dry distal pocked (DP), TyrB10 forms a HB with the ligand.
However, after water molecules enter into the DP (about 15 ns into
the simulation), one of the water molecules adopts a “bridge” confor-
mation between TyrB10 and the oxygen ligand, establishing a tight
“water mediated” HBwhich remains stable during the rest of the sim-
ulation time (Fig. 3). The entry of the water molecules in the active
site is produced from the side of the heme propionates, which is clos-
er to the bulk water. Thus water molecules enter from the opposite
side of the hydrophobic tunnel. Once the waters are inside the DP, it
never becomes dry again.

To characterize the structural and dynamical properties of the
bridging water, we computed radial distribution probability functions
(g(r)) for the water oxygen atom (Ow) using as the reference either
the TyrB10 phenol oxygen atom (OOH), or the distal oxygen atom
(Od) of the ligand (Fig. 2). Both plots show a sharp peak around
2.75 Å, which corresponds to the characteristic distance for a strong
HB and shows that the water molecules have very small translational
freedom, and therefore can be considered almost part of the struc-
ture. To analyze if the bridging water is able to rotate we computed
the distance between Od and each of the water hydrogen atoms
(Hw1 and Hw2), the corresponding histogram probability distributions
of the distance vs time plot (Fig. S2) clearly shows that each water
hydrogen participates approximately 50% of the time in the HB, im-
plying that water is free to rotate. Finally, we measured the time
scale (i.e. the percentage of the simulated time) in which a tight
hydrogen bond is established between the bridging water and the
bound oxygen. Using a 3.5 Å distance cut-off for the oxygen atoms,
and a Od–Hw–Ow angle cut off of 150°, the HB is present 66% of the
simulation time and has a maximum lifetime of 100 ps, values that
drop to 12% and 40 ps for a 170° angle cut-off.

In summary, the bridging water is tightly bound inside the
protein's active site, and therefore can be considered almost as a
“structural water” and part of the protein, although it is exchanged
with the bulk solvent and a tight HB with the bound oxygen is not
present at all times. This can have, as will be shown below, deep
implications for oxygen affinity. We also looked for the presence of
water molecules in the ligand free protein. Visual inspection showed
that in this case no tightly bound water is found in the active site and
instead water molecules enter and escape the distal pocket (DP)
easily. Leucine E11 has also significant mobility and occupies the DP
on top of the heme during some segments of the simulation. TyrB10
also shows significant flexibility and alternates between two confor-
mations interacting either with the backbone of the E helix or with
the active site waters. Thus in the deoxygenated protein distal resi-
dues and water are highly mobile, thus not representing a significant
hindrance to oxygen entry.

As explained above, TyrB10 is usually directly involved in HB with
the bound ligand, as is the case for many globins [7,9,55,56]. There-
fore, the fact that TyrB10 spontaneously forms a direct HB with the li-
gand within a few ns of simulation is very relevant. Nevertheless, as
soon as water molecules penetrate into the DP, TyrB10 is displaced
and stays in a “water-mediated” HB conformation for the rest of the
simulation time. The latter fact implies that the direct HB of the
former ns of the simulation might be an artifact due to the lack of
water molecules inside the cavity. In summary, direct TyrB10 to
oxygen HB is unlikely to be relevant since the water bridged confor-
mation seems to be more stable.

Several other bacterial globins including Vitreoscilla hemoglobin
[68] and the already mentioned MtTrHbN also show, as the presently
studied HMP, a Gln in position E7, that could participate in hydrogen
bonds to the bound ligands. In this context, our MD simulation results
of the oxygenated protein show that in HMP GlnE7 adopts mostly an
extended conformation, and is unable to establish hydrogen bond
interactions with the bound ligand, thus preventing it from playing
a pivotal role in oxygen stabilization. In this aspect HMP resembles
Vitreoscilla hemoglobin, where kinetic studies on GlnE7 to Ala mu-
tants showed little effect on the ligand binding properties [67,68].

To have a quantitative picture of the structural determinants for
oxygen stabilization in FHbs, we performed QM/MM calculations of
the oxygen binding energy (ΔEO2) for three selected conformations of
HMP taken from the above described MD simulations: a) TyrB10 HB
to the bridging water molecule to the coordinated oxygen (Water HB)



Fig. 3. Water mediated hydrogen bond. Left panel: translational radial distribution function g(r) plot for water molecules centered in: TyrB10 OOH (red, solid line) and external
coordinated O2 (black, dashed line). Right panel: representative snapshot of water mediated hydrogen bond, where we superimpose TyrB10 after 20 ns of MD simulations
(cyan, the back side upper middle structure) with TyrB10 before the simulation (orange, the front side upper middle structure).
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b) TyrB10 direct HB to the coordinated O2 (Direct HB) c) TyrB10 not
interacting with the ligand (Not interacting). The average±standard
deviation ΔEO2 values, determined using three different starting snap-
shots derived from the oxyFHb MD simulation for each conformation,
together with the previously obtained values for myoglobin and
MtTrHbN, reported for comparative purposes, are shown in Table 1
(table with all obtained values is shown in SI).

Previous results from our group, have shown that QM/MM com-
puted oxygen binding energy usually correlates with the oxygen dis-
sociation rate (koff) and therefore allows determining the structural
reasons that control Fe\O2 stabilization. Globins, with moderate dis-
sociation rates (in the order of seconds) have show binding energies
around 27–28 kcal/mol, like wt Mb, wt LegHemoglobin or TyrB10 to
Ala mutant of MtTrHbN. Proteins, with higher dissociations rates,
which almost do not bind oxygen have binding energies close or
lower than 20 kcal/mol, like HE7G mutant Mb, or Cytochrome c’.
Finally, heme proteins displaying low dissociation rates, i.e. below
1 s, have binding energies above 30 kcal/mol, like Ascaris hemoglo-
bin, wt MtTrHbN or Campilobacter Jejuni Ctb [40,53–56]. The results
from Table 1 show that only the water bridged (or direct HB) struc-
ture can explain the observed dissociation rate for HMP. When
TyrB10 is far from the ligand (as in the crystal), the binding energy
is too small, and even lower to that of Mb where the HisE7 is replaced
by a non HB forming residue as Gly. Both the direct HB and water me-
diated HB show binding energies compatible with the low koff, but
given the instability of the direct HB conformation, the water bridged
structure is more likely to represent the conformation in solution. In
this context our results allow to solve the apparent contradiction
Table 1
Binding energy values for O2 as obtained from the QM/MM calculations.

Protein HMP

Conformation Water
HB

Direct
HB

No
int

ΔEO2 −30.79±2.79 −30.13±0.73 −2
d(Fe-O) 1.77 1.79 1.7
d(Op-Od) 1.31 1.31 1.2
qO2 −0.34 −0.42 −0
d(Fe-NHis) 2.18 2.10 2.1
dHB 2.72 2.73 5.5
koff (s−1) 0.44a, 0.11(56%), 2.2(44%)b

Refs (a) [18,19]; (b) [1]

ΔEO2 is the oxygen binding energy (in kcal/mol). For HMP average±standard deviation values
random selected snapshots taken from the MD simulation are presented. d(Fe\O), d(Op\Od
distal hydrogen bond distances in Angstroms. qO2 is the O2 Mulliken charge in units of electro
to two different experimental determinations of koff performed by different groups, as describe
between the crystallographic and kinetic studies. Moreover, the
fact that two conformations (one with the bridging water and one
without it) may be present on the protein, could explain the presence
of two dissociation rates (i.e. biphasic kinetics) as observed by
Bonamore et al. [1] Finally, the role played by the TyrB10 in holding
the oxygen HB bound water in place, is also consistent with the
experimental mutagenesis studies which show that mutation of
TyrB10 to Phe increased the dissociation rate a hundred times [18].

To further corroborate the reliability of our results, we performed
classical MD calculations with CO as the ligand. As mentioned in the
introduction, CO bound resonant Raman measurements indicate the
presence of a closed conformation with frequencies compatible with
the presence of a tight HB to the ligand, and an open conformation
where no strong HB is established. Moreover, increasing the pH re-
sults in an increase of the population of the open conformation [30].
Our MD simulations with bound CO show that, as for the oxygenated
complex, a conformation with a bridging water HB to the bound CO is
present during a significant portion of the simulation time (Fig. S5).
However, and as expected due to its lower HB acceptor characteristics
of the CO ligand as compared to O2, the HB is also absent during a con-
siderable amount of the simulation time. HB analysis for the CO
bound protein showed that the HB is formed 20% of the simulation
time and the maximum lifetime is 30 ps. These results strongly sug-
gest assigning the closed conformation to that with the bridging
water, while the open conformation would correspond to those
where no water or no HB to the ligand is present. To further validate
our assignation of the open and closed structures, we looked at the
observed pH effect. The apparent transition pKa was determined to
Mb MbHE7G MtTrHbN

t
eracting

0.04±2.11 −27.0 −22.7 −37.2
7 1.84 1.76 1.84
9 1.30 1.28 1.31
.25 −0.22 −0.22 −0.36
3 2.18 2.18 2.06
6 2.99 – 2.75

12 1600 0.2
[23,40,53] [23,40,53] [9,40]

determined for calculation of three independent optimized structures derived from initial
), d(Fe\NHis) and dHB are the iron-oxygen, Oproximal\Odistal, Iron–proximal histidine and
n, koff is the experimentally determined oxygen dissociation rate constant. a,b Correspond
d in references [18,19,1] respectively.
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Table 2
Electron transfer coupling values and statistics.

Structure/Conformation b HAB > Max HAB HAB SD Dutton HAB

FAD=>HEM
HMP X-ray 7.1×10−5 1.9×10−8

FHP X-ray 6.1×10−6 1.2×10−9

Oxy_HMP whole MD (80 ns) 8.0×10−4 1.7×10−2 7.4×10−4 1.9×10−8

Oxy_HMP HC segment (10 ns) 1.5×10−3 1.7×10−2 1.6×10−3 3.4×10−8

Oxy_HMP LC segment (70 ns) 7.0×10−4 3.8×10−3 4.3×10−4 1.6×10−8

Whole MD with NAD(15 ns) 1.0×10−3 8.9×10−3 9.5×10−4 4.2×10−8

NAD=>FAD
Whole MD with NAD(15 ns) 5.0×10−3 4.9×10−2 5.1×10−3 1.0×10−5

NAD=>HEM
Whole MD with NAD(15 ns) 9.3×10−4 7.3×10−3 8.8×10−4 1.9×10−10

bHAB>, Max HAB and HAB SD are the mean, maximum and standard deviation values, in
units of eV. HC and LC stand for High Coupling and Low Coupling respectively.
FAD-HEM, NAD–FAD and NAD–HEM are the calculations performed, i.e. FAD–HEM sig-
nifies that the electron pathway was defined to start from FAD molecule and end in the
heme group. Dutton HAB corresponds to the computed HAB using the approximation of
Moser and Dutton66 as described in methods.
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be 8.3 [30], a value which is not too far form the Tyrosine pKa in
solution (ca. 10). Based on this data and the fact that TyrB10 is
responsible for holding the bridging water and the only titrable resi-
due close to the active site, we performed MD simulations of the oxy
and CO complex with a charged TyrB10. Interestingly, and consistent
with our hypothesis, once TyrB10 is deprotonated it swings out from
the active site (See Fig. S6) and therefore water can no longer be
tightly hydrogen bonded to the bound ligand. The deprotonated
TyrB10 is mainly interacting with solvent and with Arg48 of the CD
loop, an interaction that could lower the apparent pKa to the ob-
served values. Finally, it should be noted that the presence of an
open and closed conformations is also consistent with the biphasic
behavior of koff described in Table 1.

In summary, results for the CO bound protein, corroborate the
reliability of our simulations and allow assignment of the bridging
water to ligand HB conformation to the closed conformation, while
the dry or non HB conformation will correspond to the so-called
open conformation.

Finally, we decided to look at the conservation of the analyzed resi-
dues in several sequences of FHb. Analysis of the multiple alignment of
all sequences displaying a GB–FBD–NBDdomain structure (not shown),
shows that key TyrB10 is present in 96% of the sequences. Interestingly,
GlnE7 is also highly conserved 95%, while the Val at position G8 is not,
and in other FHbs a Trp is found.

3.4. Electron transfer pathways

Finally, we turn our attention to the reduction step, which relies on
the calculations of possible ET paths and electronic coupling (HAB)
values as computed with the pathways algorithm, which is described
in the computational methods section. The method looks for the best
possible structural path that, with the highest HAB, connects donor
and acceptor. Thus the method allows to compare which structural
elements (and their behavior along the dynamics) are critical for ET.
The computed HAB values should be considered only as an estimation
of the real coupling values, but, as shown in previous works from our
group [60,61] and others [58,59,62,69–73], are accurate enough to dis-
tinguish and characterize different possible ET paths in the same pro-
tein, and/or preferred ET conformations, in remarkable consistency
with experimental measurements of the ET rates [58,59,62,69–73].
Moreover, since in the present case donor and acceptor states are the
same for all studied cases, since we are dealing with the same protein,
the other factors governing ET, like the reorganization energy, and ET
reaction free energy, remain constant.

We begin our analysis by computing the electron transfer coupling
from the FAD molecule (isoalloxazine ring) to the heme group (Fe
atom) for each snapshot along the whole simulations. The results for
the average, maximum and standard deviation of the corresponding
values are presented in Table 2. The data show that protein explicit solva-
tion and dynamics significantly affect ET path and coupling, and allow the
protein to sample conformations with significant higher coupling values
as compared to those that can be obtained from the crystal structures.
Values along the dynamics are more than 10 times higher than those
found in the E. coli X-ray structure, (which are already higher than
those for A. eutrophus) which would result in 100 times faster ET rate,
according to the Marcus theory. This result is from the general viewpoint
of the dynamic and solvent role in ET process in proteins, in good agree-
ment with previous observations from our group in other systems [61].

The origin of this difference is, aswill be described below, due to dy-
namical and solvation related aspects. In E. coli X-ray structure the best
ET path goes from the isoalloxazine ring toGln205 of the FBD and jumps
to Lys84 located in the HD F-helix and from there to the heme (data not
shown). On the other hand, during the simulation, the high mobility of
the FAD adenine moiety allows it to come closer to both the isoalloxa-
zine ring and the heme group, which results in the formation of a tran-
sient conformation where the FAD-adenine-NH2 group interacts with
the heme-propionate throughwater bridged hydrogen bonds. This con-
formation allows for a high coupling path to be established which con-
nects FAD isoalloxazine directly to the FAD adenine and from there to
heme through the bridging waters (Fig. 4). The water molecules in-
volved in bridging the adenine with the heme group are not fixed in
that position, on the contrary, that space is accessible to bulk water
and therefore the water exchange is frequent.

Due to the abovementionedmobility of the FAD adeninemoiety we
looked closely for the relationship between FAD adenine conformation
and the ET path and coupling values. Visual analysis of the simulation
shows that FAD may adopt two significantly different conformations
characterized by the distance between the isoalloxazine and adenine
parts of the FAD molecule, and with different characteristic coupling
values. As shown in Fig. 4, when both fragments of the FAD are further
apart, ca. 6–9 Å the protein is in the low coupling (LC) regime, with
average coupling values of 7.1×10−4 eV (still 10 times higher than
the calculated coupling for the X-ray structure). When the adenine
moiety comes closer to the isoalloxazine ring, to ≈4.5 Å, the protein
temporarily enters the high coupling (HC) regime, where coupling
values can be as high as 1.7×10−2. Finally, in order to analyze the pos-
sible role of the protein structure and dynamicswith FAD conformation,
we analyzed the interactions between the adenine moiety in both con-
formations, and the protein matrix. Visual inspection of the dynamics
show that in the LC regime the adenine moiety is mostly solvent ex-
posed and that can be trapped in this conformation by strong hydrogen
bond interaction with Glu223 of the FBD. In the HC conformation, the
adenine comes closer to the heme propionates establishing the “elec-
tronic bridge” and partially interacting with Gln204 of the FBD.

To confirm the relationship between FAD conformation and high
coupling, we also performed a constrained MD simulation in which the
system was forced to remain in the HC conformation (two constraints
were applied, namely: isoalloxazineC9-adenineC2A and adenineN6A-
hemepropionateCGD atoms were held at a distance of 3.94 Å and
4.85 Å respectively for 10 ns and then released). The results, presented
in Fig. S4, confirm the strong correlation between FAD conformation
and coupling, since the values remain high when the FAD is forced to
the HC conformation, and decay once it is released. Interestingly, the
decay of the coupling values, once the constraint is released, is not to
basal LC values. Nevertheless, the decay would be expected to enter
the LC regime as the distance between the adenine and isoalloxazine
moieties elongates. For comparison purposeswe also computed the pre-
dicted coupling values using the Dutton approximation, that assumes
that the value decays exponentially with the distance between the
redox centers with an homogeneous and average decay factor. As
expected, with this approximation, no difference is observed between



Fig. 4. Left panel: C(HC) microconformation in the protein context. Relevant water molecules are depicted. Blue line represents electron path. Right panel: electron transfer coupling
in E. coli flavohemoglobin for oxygenated protein is shown in red, distance between adenine-C2A atom and isoalloxazine-C9 atom is shown in black. C(HC) microconformation
corresponds to the portion comprised by the green dotted vertical lines.
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the crystal structure and MD coupling values, since the FAD heme dis-
tance remains fairly constant along the simulation. Also, the differences
between the LC andHC regimes aremuch smaller, for themaximumpos-
sible coupling values. Another observation comparing both the Beratan
andDuttonmodels is that coupling values obtainedwith the pathway al-
gorithm are significantly higher than those obtained with the Dutton
model. Two reasons could account for the observed differences. First, as
shown in Table 2, in the present case the largest differences between
the methods are observed when the results are compared using the
snapshots taken from the MD simulation, where a key water and the
observed FAD small conformational changes results in a specific high
coupling ET path, which are not considered in the simplified Dutton
model. Another reason for the observed difference may lay in the fact
that in the present case both the heme and FAD aromatic ring couplings
in the pathway algorithm were set to 1, thus decreasing the number of
steps needed to bridge the two redox centers. In any, case and despite
the differences in the absolute computed HAB values, these results high-
light the relevance of particular microconformations for the ET process,
as also shown by us in previous works for cytochrome-c [61].

To complete the ET picture in the reduction process, we also studied
HMP containing a co-substrate NADmolecule. The corresponding struc-
turewas built, using cytochrome b5 reductase as the reference of a NAD
bound domain, (as described in computational methods) and subject to
15 ns longMD simulations. The resulting analysis of the coupling calcu-
lations are also presented in Table 2. The results show thatNADand FAD
molecule are coupled with very high values that ensure an efficient ET
process between them. Visual inspection of the best ET path shows
that the electron goes throughmostly one (sometimes two)water mol-
ecules (Fig. 4), highlighting again the relevance of solvent structure for
the ET process. Finally, we analyzed the coupling between NAD and
heme cofactors. The results show that NAD to heme HAB values are sim-
ilar on average than those found for FAD to heme ET, although they are
slightly lower than those found for the FAD to heme when the adenine
remains in the HC conformation. These results suggest that direct NAD
to heme ET could kinetically compete with FAD to heme ET. Overall,
these results clearly show the relevance of protein dynamics (especially
regarding the FADmolecule) and the presence of solvent molecules for
the ET process.

4. Discussion

4.1. Ligand migration paths in HMP

Using the ILS method [44] we were able to find a tunnel that con-
nects the HMP active site with the solvent which closely resembles
the long tunnel found in group N and O TrHbs [8,20,22]. It is interesting
to remark that globins of the 3-over-3 structural type, towhich FHbsGD
belongs, like Mb, neuroglobin, and cytoglobin, usually display an inter-
nal cavity system consisting of several (usually four) so called Xenon
sites, that connect the heme distal proximal sites with no clear connec-
tion to the solvent, and which is significantly different topologically
from the TrHbs long tunnel. In this context, the fact that FHbhosts a tun-
nel that is at odds with other structural similar globins, highlights the
plasticity of the globin domain structure to adapt the internal cavity to-
wards its need, and supports the notion that a direct tunnel connecting
the solvent with the heme is important for NOD activity, as observed in
MtTrHb [8].
4.2. Oxygen stabilization

Since the first kinetic characterization of HMP it was clear that this
protein had very strong oxygen stabilization, compatible with the role
as NOD and not as an oxygen carriage or storage protein, and with the
conserved TyrB10 playing a predominant role, as observed forMtTrHbN
[18]. Strikingly the crystal structures of HMP and FHP showed that
TyrB10 was too far away from the iron to establish an HB bond and sta-
bilize the bound ligand [28,29]. Our results for the oxygenated protein
dynamics and oxygen binding energy reconcile this contradiction and
show that TyrB10 is responsible for the low observed oxygen dissocia-
tion rates, by means of a water bridged HB interaction. The obtained
values for the oxygen binding energies are consistent with past results
in hemeproteins from our group [40,53–56] and help to understand in
a quantitativemanner the nature of oxygen binding in FHbs. It is impor-
tant to point out that this is the first time that a water bridged hydrogen
bond has been found and described in a globin (though it has been
shown to be relevant in peroxidases [63]). So, the question arises,
why is TyrB10 in FHbs crystals too far from the heme to interact directly
with the ligand as observed inmany other globins?Wepropose that the
flexibility of the distal cavity size that is obtained with a water bridged
HB to stabilize bound oxygen may allow FHbs to perform other
functions that require a wider distal cavity space but nonetheless be
able to coordinate oxygen tightly, through the water adaptor, to per-
form NOD activity. In particular FHbs have been shown to posses
alkylhydroperoxide reductase activity [64], which taken together with
the unique lipid-binding properties of HMP and the crystal structure
of FHP which presents a phospholipid bound to the heme, would
explain the need of these proteins for a wider distal pocket. In summary
the flexibility of the distal cavity achieved through the water bridge
could be related FHbs as being multifunctional enzymes.
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4.3. Electron transfer pathways

Our analysis for the possible ET path show several interesting re-
sults. The first point concerns the active role played by FAD intrinsic dy-
namics which shows that high coupling structures are obtained due to
FAD movement and presence of water molecules that bridge the ET
path between both domains (FBD and GD). The key role of structural
bridging waters for FHb ET paths is consistent with previous results
reported by several groups who showed that water molecules are able
to adapt protein contact surfaces of ET transfer complexes significantly
enhancing the corresponding rate [62,69–73]. Other relevant point con-
cerns the electron entry point on the GD. Most (if not all) members of
the globin familymust be reduced in order to accomplish their function.
In most cases reduction is performed by another protein (the electron
donor) that reduces the heme through interprotein ET. For the ex-
tensively studied mammalian Mb and Hb the reduction partner is
Cytochrome-b5 (Cb5) another small hemeprotein [35–37,65]. An inter-
esting question then arises as if the electron entry point to the globin
domain is similar in interprotein (Mb/Cb5) and intraprotein (GD/FBD)
ET. Our results show that in FHb the electron enters the GD through
the heme propionates. Interestingly, the results for the Mb/Cb5 show
that best ET paths are those were electrons enter directly to Mb though
the heme exposed edge which includes the propionates [35–37,65]. Al-
though so far only these two cases have been analyzed and there is a
complete lack of knowledge of many globin (particularly bacterial glo-
bins) reduction partners, it is tempting to propose that redox partners
should dock close to the heme exposed edges for efficient ET to occur.
Regarding the electron entry point, we also looked for residue conserva-
tion in the GD/FBD interface inmultiple alignments of Fhb proteins. The
results show that both residues envolved in FAD conformation Gln205
and Glu224 are highly conserved, being present in ca 70% of the se-
quences, and being replaced mainly by Asparagine (or in some cases
Histidine) and Aspartic acid (i.e. conservative mutantions) in most of
the other cases. Thus the hydrophilic and negative charge properties
of these residues are a conserved and possibly important feature of
the FHb family.

5. Conclusions

Using computer simulation techniques we studied the molecular
basis for E. coli FHb NOD activity. Our results showed that i) A hy-
drophobic tunnel topologically similar to that found in truncated
hemoglobins N and O connects the heme active site with solvent,
therefore promoting ligand migration ii) a strong oxygen stabiliza-
tion is achieved due to a TyrB10 through water bridged hydrogen
bond interaction. and iii) ET path depends strongly on the FAD con-
formation and the presence of bridging water molecules between
the FBD and GD, while electrons enter the GD directly through
the heme propionates as in Mb/Cytochrome-b5 ET transfer. Taken
together the presented results close an important gap in our un-
derstanding of the wide and diverse globin structural-functional
relationships.
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NOD nitric oxide dioxygenase
HMP flavohemoglobin from Escherichia coli
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QM–MM quantum mechanics–molecular mechanics
MD molecular dynamics
ILS implicit ligand sampling
MSMD multiple steering molecular dynamics
DFT density functional theory
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